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NEW QUESTION: 1
Where do you go to configure restrictions on audio bandwidth?
A. partition
B. serviceability
C. location
D. region
E. enterprise parameters
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are developing a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS)
package to load data into a data warehouse. The package
consists of several data flow tasks.
The package experiences intermittent errors in the data flow
tasks.
If any data flow task fails, all package error information must
be captured and written to a SQL Server table by using an OLE
DB connection manager.
You need to ensure that the package error information is
captured and written to the table.
What should you do?
A. Deploy the project by using dtutil.exe with the /COPY DTS
option.
B. Store the System::SourceID variable in the custom log table.
C. Use an event handler for OnError for the package.
D. View the All Messages subsection of the All Executions
report for the package.
E. Create a SQL Server Agent job to execute the
SSISDB.catalog.create_execution and
SSISDB.catalog.start_execution stored procedures.
F. Use an event handler for OnTaskFailed for the package.
G. Store the System::ExecutionInstanceGUID variable in the
custom log table.
H. Create a table to store error information. Create an error
output on each data flow
destination that writes OnTaskFailed event text to the table.
I. Enable the SSIS log provider for SQL Server for OnTaskFailed
in the package control flow.
J. Create a SQL Server Agent job to execute the
SSISDB.catalog.validate_package stored procedure.
K. Deploy the project by using dtutil.exe with the /COPY SQL
option.
L. Store the System::ServerExecutionID variable in the custom
log table.
M. Enable the SSIS log provider for SQL Server for OnError in
the package control flow.
N. Create a table to store error information. Create an error
output on each data flow
destination that writes OnError event text to the table.
O. Create a SQL Server Agent job to execute the
SSISDB.catalog.validate_project stored procedure.
P. Deploy the .ispac file by using the Integration Services
Deployment Wizard.
Q. View the job history for the SQL Server Agent job.
R. Use an event handler for OnError for each data flow task.
Answer: M

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have a computer named Computer1 that runs Windows 10.
On Computer1, you turn on File History.

You need to protect a folder named D:\Folder1 by using File
History.
What should you do?
A. From the Settings app, configure the Recovery settings
B. From File Settings app, configure the Backup settings
C. From File Explorer, modify the General settings of
D:\Folder1
D. From File History in Control Panel, configure the Select
drive settings
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
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Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation:
Which settings are swapped?
When you clone configuration from another deployment slot, the
cloned configuration is editable. Some configuration elements
follow the content across a swap (not slot specific), whereas
other configuration elements stay in the same slot after a swap
(slot specific). The following lists show the settings that
change when you swap slots.
Box 1 : On
Settings that are swapped:
General settings, such as framework version, 32/64-bit, web
sockets
App settings (can be configured to stick to a slot)
Connection strings (can be configured to stick to a slot)
Handler mappings
Public certificates
WebJobs content
Hybrid connections *
Virtual network integration *
Service endpoints *
Azure Content Delivery Network *
Features marked with an asterisk (*) are planned to be
unswapped.
So web sockets settings will be swapped. So Production will
have web sockets settings from "Off" to "On" after the swap

slot.
Box 2: App1-prod.contoso.com
Settings that aren't swapped:
Publishing endpoints
Custom domain names
Non-public certificates and TLS/SSL settings
Scale settings
WebJobs schedulers
IP restrictions
Always On
Diagnostic settings
Cross-origin resource sharing (CORS)
So Custom domain names will not be swapped. So Production will
have Custom domain names of its own after the swap slot.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/deploy-stagi
ng-slots#what-happens-during-a-swap
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